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Meson Photoproduction Experiments with CLAS
Eugene Pasyuka and the CLAS Collaboration
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Abstract. A large part of the experimental program in Hall B of the Jefferson Lab is
dedicated to light baryon spectroscopy. Meson photoprodcution experiments are essential
part of this program. CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) and availability of
circularly and linearly polarized tagged photon beams and frozen spin polarized targets
provide unique conditions for this type of experiments. This combination of experimental tools gives a remarkable opportunity to measure double polarization observables for
different pseudo-scalar meson photoproduction processes. For the first time, a complete
or nearly complete measurement became possible and will facilitate model independent
extraction of the reaction amplitude. An overview of the experimental program and its
current status together with recent results on double polarization measurements in π+ photoproduction are presented.

1 Introduction
Among the most exciting and challenging topics in sub-nuclear physics today is the study of the structure of the nucleon and its different modes of excitation, the baryon resonances. Initially, most of the
information on these excitations came primarily from partial wave analysis of data from πN scattering. Recently, these data have been supplemented by a large amount of information from pion electroand photoproduction experiments. Yet, in spite of extensive studies spanning decades, many of the
baryon resonances are still not well established and their parameters (i.e., mass, width, and couplings
to various decay modes) are poorly known. Much of this is due to the complexity of the nucleon resonance spectrum, with many broad, overlapping resonances. While traditional theoretical approaches
have highlighted a semi-empirical approach to understanding the process as proceeding through a
multitude of s-channel resonances, t-channel processes, and non-resonant background, more recently
attention has turned to approaches based on the underlying constituent quarks. An extensive review of
the quark models of baryon masses and decays can be found in Ref. [1]. Most recently lattice QCD
is making significant progress in calculations of baryon spectrum [2]. While these quark approaches
are more fundamental and hold great promise, all of them predict many more resonances than have
been observed, leading to the so-called “missing resonance” problem. One possible reason why they
were not observed because they may have small coupling to the πN. At the same time they may have
strong coupling to other final states ηN, η0 N, KY, 2πN. The photo and electroproduction of various
mesons is very attractive tool. While the significant amount of the meson photoproduction cross section measurements became available in recent years, these data alone cannot give an unambiguous
answer about resonances. Since in pseudoscalar meson photoproduction there are three objects with
spin involved: incident photon, target nucleon and recoil baryon. Therefore the process is descried by
four spin dependent complex amplitudes. Total number of single and double polarization observables
is sixteen. In order to be able to extract the amplitude of the process without any assumption one needs
to measure at least eight carefully chosen single and double polarization observables.
A substantial part of the experimental efforts at the experimental Hall-B of Jefferson Laboratory
is dedicated to this problem. In this report a general overview of the experimental capabilities in the
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Experimental Hall-B will be presented followed by a few examples of recent double polarization
experiments in pion photoproduction and finally overall status of the program.

2 Experimental Hall-B
Experimetal Hall-B at Jefferson Lab provides a unique set of instruments for these experiments. One
instrument is the CLAS [3], a large acceptance spectrometer which allows detection of particles in a
wide range of θ and φ. The other instrument is a broad-range photon tagging facility [4] with the recent
addition of the ability to produce linearly-polarized photon beams through coherent bremsstrahlung.
The last but not least component essential for the double polarization experiments is a polarized target.
The Hall B photon tagger [4] covers a range in photon energies from 20 to 95% of the incident
electron beam energy. Unpolarized, circularly polarized and linearly polarized tagged photon beams
are presently available.
With a polarized electron beam incident on the bremsstrahlung radiator, a circularly polarized
photon beam can be produced. The degree of circular polarization of the photon beam depends on
the ratio k = Eγ /Ee . The magnitude of P ranges from 60% to 99% of the incident electron beam
polarization Pe for photon energies Eγ between 50% and 95% of the incident electron energy. CEBAF
accelerator routinely delivers electron beam with polarization of 85% and higher.
A linearly polarized photon beam is produced by the coherent bremsstrahlung technique, using an
oriented diamond crystal as a radiator. The degree of polarization is a function of the fractional photon
beam energy and collimation and can reach 80% to 90%. With linearly polarized photons, over 80%
of the photon flux is confined to a 200-MeV wide energy interval.
An essential piece of the hardware for this experiment is a polarized target capable of being polarized transversely and longitudinally with a minimal amount of material in the path of outgoing charged
particles. These requirement are satisfied by a frozen spin target, FROST[5]. Since in the frozen spin
mode the holding field is relatively low, it is possible to design a “transparent” holding magnet with
a minimal amount of material for the charged particles to traverse on their way into CLAS. Butanol
was chosen as target material. The target depolarization rate was about 1% a day. This allowed us to
re-polarize the target once a week and maintain an average polarization of the order of 85%.
With all these experimental tools in hands a ”complete” experiment became possible.

3 Double polarization measurements in π+ photoproduction
Even though pion photoproduction is considered relatively well understood and ”missing” resonances
are expected to have weak coupling to πN it is still important to get more constraints from polarization
measurements for this reaction channel. Here we present the latest double polarization measurements
of π+ photoproduction performed with circularly polarized beam and transversely polarized target.
For the transversely polarized target and circularly polarized photons the cross section can be
written as:
!
dσ
dσ
=
(1 + Pt T sin(φ) + Pt P F cos(φ)),
(1)
dΩ
dΩ 0
 
dσ
where dΩ
is unpolarized cross section, Pt and P are the degrees of target and circular beam polar0
ization respectively, T is single target asymmetry and F is double spin asymmetry.
The preliminary results for T and F asymmetries are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. These results are
based on a small fraction of statistics.

4 Sumamry
The present status of the meson phtotporduction program is shown in Table 1. There were several
CLAS running periods with circularly and linearly polarized photon beams and unpolarized target.
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Fig. 1. Preliminary values of the T observable (black squares). Overlaid on these plots are the current SAID [10]
(red), MAID2007 [7] (green) These data have not been included in the fits. Data analysis by M. Dugger, ASU.

Fig. 2. Preliminary values of the F observable. Legend is the same as in Fig. 1. Data analysis by M. Dugger, ASU.

High quality data for the cross sections of π0 [9], π+ [10], η[11, 13], η0 [12, 13] and kaon photoproduction
were obtained. In addition to the cross sections for K + Λ [15, 16, 18] and K + Σ 0 [15, 16, 19] final states
the polarization of hyperons P[15] and polarization transfer C x /Cz were measured[17]. The same final
states have been studied with linearly polarized photons incident on unpolarized target. The analysis
of the data from these experiments is in its final stage.
Once the frozen spin target became available we completed double polarization measurements
with linearly and circularly polarized photons and longitudinally and transversely polarized proton
target. The double polarization data are being analyzed. Due to self analyzing nature of the hyperon
decays we have measured all 16 observables for KY final state. For non strange mesons we obtained
nearly complete set of eight observables.
The double polarization measurement on the deuteron with polarized HD-Ice target were completed as well. As with a proton target we have complete set of observables for hyperon photoproduction. This is essential for understanding isospin structure of amplitude.
For the first time the complete measurements of meson photoproduction were performed at Jefferson Lab with CLAS. These measurements allow model independent reconstruction of the reaction
amplitude which will be used for search and study of the nucleon excitation spectrum.
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Table 1. Observables in single pseudo-scalar meson photoproduction. ”X” indicates data already accumulated
and being analyzed.
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